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NIBAV HOME ELEVATORS: AN UNHEARD STORY…
The chronicle of unprecedented excellence began with a sense of contemporary luxury to tune in with the
times we live in. It was all initiated by incorporating maison of historical expertise and pioneering cuttingedge technologies to challenge entrenched players of the elevators industry. That’s how Nibav Home
Elevators came into existence- with a vision, “Now Luxury In Every Home”. Undoubtedly, it’s a

masterpiece drenched in magnificent minute details.
With its inception in 2019, Nibav Home Elevators marked the beginning of a legacy by drawing expertise
from the art of restoration. Unveiling an out-of-the-box concept of 'pneumatic vacuum home lifts' along
with aesthetics, safety parameters and unmatched performance. The mojo of Nibav Home Elevators kept
on amplifying and is still counting with an exponential 750+ happy customers and its footprints worldwide.
Showcasing sophistication in every inch, Nibav Home Elevators are crafted in India promoting, the ‘Make In
India’ drive without compromising over the safety aspects. Streamlining the ideology of residential home
lifts, Nibav lifts are certified with the European Standards of safety, design and performance. The
subsequent tweaks and modifications by the masters, Nibav ruled out the changes to squeeze out every
ounce of perfection in the form of Nibav Series II Signature comprising of Amazon Alexa integration.

HOW ‘NIBAV HOME ELEVATORS’ IS
EXCEPTIONAL?

WORLD'S SAFEST
HOME ELEVATOR

In an ingenious expression of ultra-subtle micro details of Nibav
Home Elevators, there is a lot more that makes it extraordinary.
Innumerable features, aesthetics crafted out of elegance and
performance beyond words; Nibav has all that every home
craves. Some of these are:
Absolute stand-alone shaft structure that needs no
supporting wall.
Free from pit excavation, a specific room for machines &

Around the winding streets for carving

headroom.

the extraordinary from every inch,

Fascinatingly designed that promotes zero civil work at the

every minute detail made sure that it is

residence.

safe for use. In order to ensure this,

Astounding curved glass design offers a 360-degree

Nibav got certified by European

panoramic view.

Standards and TUV SUD, which is a

Integration with Amazon Alexa for creating a smart home for

third party that keeps a check on the

smart people.

safety aspects of mechanisms of the

In case of a power failure, the lift can lead the person to the

lifts.

nearest floor.
Nibav has 4 layers of safety that support easy operations for

Ranging from fascinating aesthetics,

children & elders.

robust performance and of course,

A spectacular green elevator that consumes zero energy

comfort, compact and opulence, Nibav

during its descent.

has got everything needed!

HOW NIBAV EMERGED?
A startling fact that India ranked 3rd in the world of elevator accidents all across the globe was a major
loophole that ignited the spark of evolution with a revolution! An in-depth probe, in this case, came up with
a conclusion that said, lack of safety standards resulted in all this.
Henceforth, bringing sartorial allure in the domain of the elevators industry uncompromising with the
safety standards and exquisite features was the core idea behind the emergence of Nibav Home Elevators.
However, at the same time, it needed to be a widespread shake-up with the flexibility to manage a brandnew concept of ‘pneumatic vacuum home lifts’. Thankfully, the craftsmanship and zest to bring about the
change in the pre-existing circumstances, made the impossible, a possible experience.

HOW FAR WE HAVE
REACHED?
750+ successful stories to narrate by
the prestigious members who joined
the Nibav family.
Served 500+ homes till date & still
counting...
Nationwide presence in 14+ cities.
Worldwide presence in 22+
countries.
All set to touch the mark of 100+
countries by 2022.

